218 Bottleneck-Grillmair Sector

P6: 5.11b, 45 m. Climb pricked gray rock up a shallow groove directly above
the belay Moving up and left to a steeper wave of prickled stone. Make a
thin sequence gaining a rising line up and right to a headwall. Several hard
thin face climbing moves for 3 m to reach a hand crack (3.5” gear). Climb the
crack into a bay then stem up to a ledge with ring bolts to belay.
P7: 5.10c, 35 m. Climb from the right side of the belay up onto steep bulging
gray rock. Climb the face out right of an obvious right facing corner which
eventually forms an overhang. At the overlap move right to overcome this
impediment to reach the top and a bolted belay.

84) Missing Link ** M-5.10d/A0 or 5.11d/12a, 310 m

Steve Birch & Andy Genereux, May 15, 2008					
Peter Gatzsch & Urs Kallen (Pitch 6), September 2007
This is a rather straightened out link up for this sector of the cliff, the route
connecting together several sections of better quality rock in the Grillmair
Chimneys’ portion of the sector for an almost completely independent route. The
line has sections of steady 5.9 and 5.10 climbing. Unfortunately, there is a thin
A/0 bulge halfway up the second pitch that requires pulling on two bolts to keep
the grade reasonable (this bouldery section goes free at 5.11d/5.12a), the only
inconsistency to the overall grading to an otherwise mid-level climb. Encountering
the crux blip was actually a bit disappointing for the first ascent team, as they
were looking to put up a consistently graded 5.10 route exploiting some of
the better rock in the Grillmair Chimneys’ break. Overall the line has generally
moderate climbing with sections of clean gear, intermixed with modern bolting
practices. Established over a single day, going ground-up with a power drill, no
hooks were employed and it was marginally cleaned by the second as the team
overcame the challenges of the wall.
Note: Pitch 6, was previously climbed by Peter Gatzsch and Urs Kallen without
the three bolts now found in the shallow upper corner. At that time the pitch was
undertaken as a variation to The Hare & the Tortoise compilation off Grillmair
Chimneys. Peter said he would have placed a couple of bolts but didn’t have any
along. Afterwards, giving his blessing to this misdeed, as the team unknowingly
brought down his rather bold and brilliant lead to a standard that mere mortals
might follow. The new bolt protection makes this upper pitch a fantastic bit of
climbing available for a much broader spectrum of climbers, reasonably safer
than what the “Goatman” had during his heady lead.
Gear: Bring a Standard Yam Rack, single set of micro-cams - 4” along with 14
draws several longer slings are useful to reduce drag when using single rope
techniques.
To start: Traverse right from the normal start of Grillmair Chimneys on the big
sloping scree covered ledge for roughly 25 m, locate a left facing corner with a
single bolt belay marking the bottom of the pitch.
P1: 5.9, 40 m. Climb the corner for 20 m moving right past a bolt to a second
shallow corner. Move up past a second bolt to gain a ledge working up left
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